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ABSTRACT
This thesis study investigates the multi-scale topic of restoring the
fragmented mother river – Fen River - in urban settings as well as
transforming the water as a linkage to reconnect urban and rural
landscape in a broader watershed scale. The whole study process
got involved with historical research, first-handed site investigation,
and interviews. The thesis analyzes various problems the Fen
River is facing, including water pollution due to heavy industry
and coal mining, urban runoff, sedimentation etc. Furthermore,
in order to better understand the river conditions, I went to visit
the river several times to collect information and on-site photos.
Through the research of historical photos, agriculture, and Fen River
itself, the overall design goal is to transit the existing water’s edge
and waterfront park to a water remediation system by wetland
construction and terraced purification. In addition, the city will
act as a nursery to take care of water. In the long term, the newly
developed water’s edge and waterfront park will become a cradle
for agricultural practices which will link back to the existing rural
landscape outside of the city in the region.
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INTRODUCTION
The Fen River, located at the Loess Plateau in Shanxi Province,
is one of the most important life sources for local people. Most
residents in the past relied on farming to make life. As the only
riverway that could serve for irrigation in the region, Fen River
provided a huge amount of water and fed plenty of people. In
addition, nearby lands were vastly used for agricultural purposes.
The river acts as a spine to support people’s life for a long time. It
is also called as the Mother River in the region.

it and discard it accompanied with past rural practices.
I don’t want to let the mother river down and disappeared in
our life. This river as a carrier has already linked multi-decade
culture and history in the region. I believe it could adapt to current
changes and civilization and reconnect water, rural and urban
landscape again, and it could provide new opportunities for human
life.

However, as cities in the region quickly developed over past
decades, past farmlands have gradually replaced by concrete
and skyscrapers. Existing farmlands are squeezed to the city’ s
edges. Furthermore, rural life and agricultural practices gradually
retreat from people’ s current life. People who memorize the past
rural life can only find them outside of city and in mountain areas.
Current water use also switches to industrial development, some
agriculture, etc.
In addition, the river starts to meet a lot of issues because of
human activities and industrial development, including water
pollution, wastewater discharge, etc. The river also become
discrete from people’s life and production. Now, we won’t say Fen
River is the mother river that offers us huge benefit, but we ignore
8

Rural life by Steve Crisp
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OVERARCHING QUESTION
How can designers incorporate agricultural practices into their
design work to build a link between rural and urban landscapes and
to reintroduce opportunities for urban residents to get involed with
both rural and urban life?

THESIS QUESTIONS

10

01

How can design restore the water quality and influence
the whole waterbody further?

02

How can the river acting as a connector to reach out
surrounding rural landscape and connect to large
watershed?

03

How space along the river can connect people, city and
surrounding regional scape?

04

How can we reconnect the urban and rural communities
landscapes via this reintroduction?
11
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Portland City Photo
https://www.forbes.com/places/or/portland/

Case Studies
Portland, Oregon
Bishan Project

Pig’s Inn Number 3
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Portland Photo.
https://www.forbes.com/places/or/portland/

PORTLAND, OREGON
DATE: 1960s until now
LOCATION: Portland, Oregon
SIZE: 654,741
KEY PEOPLE: list key peoples name
CORE IDEOLOGY: A steady stream of recognition and praise for being a leader in
sustainability has been watering the city’s ego for decades

14
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By Robert Moses
A photo illustration that was used to show a 1950s infrastructure
plan for Portland

Portland, Oregon

- In 1981

- In the 1960s

controls the Portland area’s urban grown boundary and urban

urban planner Robert Moses laid out a plan for Portland with
multi-lane highways cutting everywhere. Moses’ vision for Portland
was an industrial metropolis developed around massive highways,
with residents thrown into shadow underneath the throughways or,

Portland’s Urban Growth Boundary was established, This law
expansion. Therefore protecting farms and forest that surround
Oregon’s cities.
- In 1993

better yet, pushed out to the city’s periphery.

Portland was the first city to establish a carbon-reduction strategy.

- In the 1970s

- In 2001

environmental activists got organized and started protesting the
many proposals for new roads—even fighting some existing ones.
Harbor Drive Freeway once ran along what is now Tom McCall
Waterfront Park, but the asphalt was ripped up in favor of grass and
pedestrian paths in 1975.
- In 1975
A community gardens program was established, encouraging
neighbors to work together and produce local, nutritious food.

The Portland Visitors Association first started using the slogan “It’s
not easy being green” in 2001.
- In 2007
Sustainlane.com first named Portland “the most sustainable city” in
2007.
- In 2008
Portland is often awarded “Greenest City in America” and
similar designations. Popular Science awarded Portland the title
of the Greenest City in America in 2008.

16
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on energy reduction also have roots in “Ecotopia,” It is kind of
match with Portland’s essence.
City-planners in Portland have been thinking green since the 70s,
when the rest of the country was still embracing the strip mall.
Portland’s support of local farmers and farmers’ markets,
encouragement of “local-to-table” food scene; its explosion of
green buildings and commitment to renewable energy, and its
emphasis on mass transportation, including light rail and bicycles,
shows that a city can not only be kind to the earth, but also flourish
economically and grow by being green. Portland has developed
over 92,000 acres of green spaces in the city with a connected
Ecotopia: The Notebooks and Reports of William Weston is a

system of trails and parks ideal for walking and biking. Portland has

utopian novel by Ernest Callenbach, published in 1975. The society

the highest rate of biking to work of any U.S. city, and was one of

described in the book is one of the first ecological utopias and was

the first cities in the world to develop a master plan for bicyclists

influential on the counterculture and the green movement in the

and pedestrians. . According to the city’s sustainable development

1970s and thereafter.

director, Portland aims to be a “20 Minute City” -- where residents

Callenbach’s concept of novel does not reject high technology (or

spend 20 or less minutes traveling from home to work, shop or

any technology) as long as it does not interfere with the Ecotopian

play. In addition, Portland excels in clean technology and green

social order and serves the overall objectives. Members of his

building development, overall quality of life, and in sustainability

fictional society prefer to demonstrate a conscious selectivity

planning and management. It is success not only because of the

toward technology, so that not only human health and sanity might

planners, but it’s really the grassroots actions from the

be preserved, but also social and ecological wellbeing. The citizens

neighborhoods and the businesses that make this a special place.

of Ecotopia share a common aim: a balance between themselves

The City is buying renewable power and conserving energy, and so

and nature.

are tens of thousands of residents. Like what Ecotopia contends

As it first came out, ‘Ecotopia’ became almost immediately

citizens of Ecotopia have selectivity toward technology. It’s the

absorbed into the popular culture, even if it seemed sort of

people who shop at the farmers markets, the growers who manage

ever-increasing currency as one of the capitals of a powerful

shop at the farmers markets, the growers who manage their farms

antique to people for a while. The author now calls it “a lucky little

their farms sustainably, the folks who choose to bike or take the

emerging domestic economy.actions from the neighborhoods and

sustainably, the folks who choose to bike or take the bus to work,

book.” It provides us a great deal, including the bioregionalism

bus to work, and all those day-to-day decisions that are making a

the businesses that make this a special place. The City is buying

and all those day-to-day decisions that are making a huge

movement, which considers each part of the country as having a

huge difference.

renewable power and conserving energy, and so are tens of

difference.

distinct ecological character to be cultivated. The green

Portland continues to use its sustainability ethos to attract

thousands of residents. Like what Ecotopia contends citizens of

movement’s focus on local foods and products, and its emphasis

businesses, residents, tourists and conventions. The city has

Ecotopia have selectivity toward technology. It’s the people who

18
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“It is so hard to imagine
anything fundamentally
different from what we have
now, but without these
alternate visions, we get stuck
on dead center. And we’d
better get ready, we need to
kwow where we’d like to go.”
—Ernest Callenback

Portland City Photo
https://www.forbes.com/places/or/portland/
20
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BISHAN PROJECT
DATE: 2011.06.05-2015
LOCATION: Bishan, Yi County, Anhui Province, China
SIZE: about 1000
KEY PEOPLE: Ou Ning, Zuo Jing
CORE IDEOLOGY: Focusing on the material, representational,
and symbolic activities that contribute to place construction in
Bishan and Yi County, the project attempts to make the rural
visible while reconstructing Bishan to symbolize a utopian
alternative to the social and spatial realities of China’s
countryside.

Background

protecting the cultural and natural environment while constructing

The economic might of China’s urban centers has decimated the

the economy by art production and tourism. In 2011, curators and

country’s agrarian communities in recent decades. Many of them

cultural workers Ou Ning and Zuo Jing founded the Bishan Project,

are casualties of an increasingly polarized society—where young,

an effort to address rural-urban inequality in contemporary China

modern Chinese occupy sprawling cities, which eventually swallow

through artistic and cultural production, based in Bishan Village of

eroding villages inhabited by older generations. The unbalanced

Yi County, Anhui Province. This study will examine how the Bishan

development of modern China’s society has led to the glaring

Project endeavors to reconstruct rural places in response to the

urban-rural divide afficting.

decline of rural communities generated by China’s marketization

As Chinese cities continue to expand under a state-supported

and integration with the global economy.

model of economic growth through urbanization, scholars and
intellectuals have turned their attention to the implications of this

Practice

process for China’s countryside. There has been another growing

Over the next few years, Ou Ning and Zuo Jing continued to visit

capitalism, trying to find a rural revival.

social movement, “back to the land”, in which urban residents

Bishan for research, and finally formally launched the Bishan Project

(1) In order to activate the rural public cultural life, they organized

return to fading villages. Artist, curator and cultural activist Ou Ning

in 2011. According to their self-report, this is a “about the return of

two large-scale cultural festivals and invited Nanjing Pioneer

is a critical voice in the discussion of China’s trajectory of

intellectuals to the countryside and the continuation of Yan

Bookstore to open a bookstore in Bishan.

development with its emphasis on industrial capital, economic

Yangchu’s rural construction business and Kru Peter Klopotkin’s

(2) In order to revive traditional handicrafts, Zuo Jing led his

globalization and urbanization. He believes that this development

anarchist ideas reactivate the concept of public life in rural areas”,

students at Anhui University to conduct a research project on the

has led to the economic and cultural decay of rural communities

“in response to the current reality of forced urbanization in Asia

handicraft traditions of Yixian County.

and an increasingly problematic relationship between urban and

and the crisis caused by global agricultural

(3)In order to protect historical buildings, toi provide better public

rural areas. After the first visit to Bishan in 2007, Ning has fallen in

space and to stimulate the rural tourism, the project transformed

love with this historical and uncontaminated land, and considered

Ancestral Halls into inns, academics, and so on.

22

Pig’s Inn Number 3
The origin of the Pig Inn was to transform the historical house of pigsty into a hotel.
It creates taxes for rural communities, provides employment opportunities,
encourages villagers to restore the traditions of organic agriculture and handicrafts.
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Left
The Bishan Farmers’ Bookstore
The Bishan Bookstore run by the project had donated books and other resource for
Farmers’ Bookstore of the local government. It provides Bishan Village with an
open-shelf comprehensive library, a community public space and a tourism
resource
Right
The Project diagram of Bishan Commune
In the Exhibition of the Bishan Project, Ou Ning showed his sketchbook of “How to
build a Utopia“, claiming that the Bishan Commune is to combine Rrualism with
Anarchism.

Challeges & Reflection

(4) In order to increase the popularity of Bishan and enhance the

concerns have played an important role in the ideological

pride of locals, Ou Ning and Zuo Jing held exhibitions on the Bishan

foundation of the Bishan Project, its approach to rural

Project in Guangzhou, Chengdu, Beijing, Taipei, New Zealand,

reconstruction is based primarily on artistic and cultural

In the past three years, they have encountered many challenges. In

attract investment, but it kept a distance from the Bishan Project’s

Denmark and many other places.

production:

2012, the Festival Was cancelled due to the press from the

critical stance on urbanization. The original rural village that

(5) In order to promote agricultural prodiciton, Bishan Project

“Adopting the intellectual resources of China’s traditional

government and shortage of funds. The changes of government

attracted the Bishan Project is at risk of quickly becoming a tourist

created an experimental field to restore organic farming tradition.

agricultural industry and rural philosophies, as well as Leftist or

office led to the isolated situation of the Bishan Project, while in

village eagering for quick success. In the progress of the project all

The stores also sold traditional products with new packages by

even Anarchist ideas, Bishan aims to combat the encroachments

2014 they encountered a public relations crisis that Zhou Yun, a

decisions -land use, events, production industry and infrustructure

artists. These products were extremely popular at online stores.

of globalization and neoliberalism, and by using art and culture as

sociology scholar from Harvard University, published an article to

- should be permitted by the local government. The project lost

(6) In 2011, he founded the “Bishan” magazine book for urban

our first point of entry, we ultimately hope to influence politics and

question”Whose village, whose community?” In 2015 Ou Ning left

the balance of the relationship with local government in the end,

intellectuals and focusing on the regeneration of traditional culture.

economics with our work in rural areas.”(Ou, “Bishan Project”)

Bishan County, which indicated the decline of the Bishan Project.

which contributed to the isolated situation.

It has been published so far.

Their efforts have also produced some results: the local

The Bishan Project had brought vitality and chances to this

(3)The decision makers of the Bishan Project mainly came from the

Ou maintains that the project is part of the Rural Reconstruction

government has paid more attention to Bishan Village; all sectors of

forgotten land, but still had some drawbacks.

government and artists, which decreased the multiplicity of the

Movement (hereafter RRM) developed in the twentieth-century.

society-education funds, architects, designer offices, and Bishan

(1) First of all, it is difficult to get the recognition of the villagers. The

village development. “Whose village, whose community?” is asking

The Bishan Project started with traditional culture, focusing on

people who have established a firm foothold in big cities are also in

villagers have no strong sense of participation in the Bishan Project,

for the lack of public participation in this project. In the meanwhile

activating rural public life and recasting people’s identity with rural

Ou Ninghe Under the guidance of Zuo Jing, he gradually helped

but ask for the tourism company to share the ticket revenue for

selling the historical buildings to the tourism caused gentrification

culture. At the same time, the Bishan project resonates with

Bishan’s revival in his own way; inspired by the Bishan Project,

the villagers. Most of the villagers don’t care about the cultural

in this area, the population of original villagers has been declining.

contemporary discussions on globalization and draws inspiration

several college student village officials in Biyang Town also

values of their land, but are eager to catch up the modernization of

(4) The fund resources had been the main problem of Bishan

from other rural movements around the world, including communal

established an organic farm in Bishan.

China’s rural areas for better life qualities. The founders of Bishan

Project - the incomes of tourism didn’e come back to villagers,

living experiments in Western countries and rural projects in Asia

Project have been kind of isolated from villagers’ life and lack of

while the sponsors tended to ruin the ideology of the project.

that “explore alternative art systems and culture-based strategies”

communication with them.

to revitalize agricultural regions. While political and economic

(2) The government’s policy support-The dream of “Anarchism“

24

makes it difficult to develop a rural village from zero. The
government aimed to utilize the popularity of the Bishan Project to

25
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“ Houses were neatly arranged
in rows. There were fertile
fields, beautiful ponds,
mulberry trees, bamboo
groves and the like. Pathways
crisscrossed the fields, and
one could hear the
intermingled sounds of
chickens and dogs. There were
people walking back and forth,
busying themselves with
planting crops. ”
—The Peach Blossom Spring
the Sunrise of Bishan Village
Bishan Village is located in the scenery of traditional Chinese Utopia. In the
distance, the Cloud Gate Tower built in the Qing Dynasty is the landmark of
Bishan Village.

26
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A REFLECTION OF CASE STUDIES
protested the large exploitation of land by using advanced

It reminds me of eco(dys)topia again, which is born in tension

as well as the historical preservation in Bishan. It makes me reflect

technology and advocated for a sustainable city upon clean

between environmentalism and technology. I think there might be

upon the technology and people. I think people facing technology

technology. I quite agree with Callenbach’s idea about

a (dys)utopian idea involving with time and technology.

are always in a passive state. Tech guides us and pushes us to

relationship between technology and people, which also can be

Bishan Project, on the other hand, is a totally different case from

what capitalism wants us to see. Sometimes it is crucial to look

seen in Portland’s case. It is that we can see technology as an

Portland. Portland keeps moving forward to a more sustainable

back to the primitive states where we are not overwhelmed by

assistor to offer our society and ecology with healthy wellbeing

city by implements associated with clean and advanced

digital information. It is always uncertain what our future will look

The case studies I choose to reflect upon are Portland, Oregon

rather than an impediment that will interfere the social order. In

technologies, whereas Bishan Project is a try to return to the

like, but there is always an alternate vision provided by past lives.

and Bishan Project in China. I think both of their topic are

order to achieve the social and ecological well-being, I think there

primitive village life. But, from two of them, I see the attempt

intriguing.

should be one more premise which is the “selectivity” toward the

toward a social, economic, and ecological ordered state as well as

First of all, since I did the Portland case. I think if using one

technology. For instance, Portland is a green city that not only

a new mode to let their place regenerate. Bishan Project’s core

sentence to describe its core ideology, it must be – a precursor

the government but the neighborhood residents demonstrate a

ideology is to construct its own utopia involving with rural

city leading and achieving the sustainability in the eddy of

clear selectivity toward clean technology. “it’s really the

construction. In response to the realities of forced urbanization in

environmentalism. Portland is really a sustainable city emerging

grassroots actions from the neighborhoods and the businesses

Asia and the crisis caused by global agricultural capitalism, an

outstandingly from the late 20th century when “Ecotopia” and

that make Portland a special place.” That makes me reflect upon

attempt was made to find a way to rejuvenate the countryside.

environmentalism began. While mentioning ecotopia, I must put

the true inner of technology. I think technology is a neutral

Similar to Portland, Bishan also emphasizes on farmers’ lives but

ecodystopia here. The relationship between two of them are quite

application. In our current life, we are totally overwhelmed with

combining with the artistic support. Also, it focuses on local

interesting and closely associated. Ecotopia first was proposed

various mainstream technologies ranging from physical to virtual.

products and wants to transfer them into local industry. I really

by Ernest Callenbach who published an ecological utopian novel

Under this high-tech setting, I think it becomes more and more

like the concept of returning to historical and primitive life, which

in 1975. Callenbach tried to elaborate the relationship between

crucial for us to embrace selectivity toward technology. What we

can also be seen as a selectivity to rural and neo-artistic life. The

“ecotopian social order” and high “technology” in his novel. His

should discard and what we should possess are my core

place does not build upon various technologies but mutual aid of

main concept is not rejecting high-tech but seeking out a balance

questions toward it. If we use it wisely with clear intention, our

people in the community. I think both of Portland and Bishan cast

between them. On the other hand, ecodystopia is a reverse place

surrounding will become ordered and satisfying (utopia). But if we

a critic on overly urbanized society. For Portland, it has the Urban

produced by the tension between environmentalism – the friend

use technology unlimitedly or aimlessly, I will see that place a

Growth Boundary law to control the urban expansion and protect

of ecotopia as well as the technology. Technology in the

dystopia. In addition, I think one major element bonded with

farms and forests around the city. For Bishan, its main concept is

dictionary means the practical application of science to

technology is time. In current digital era, technology really

returning. The advocates of two city both retransform the place

commerce or industry. Technology in our current life is seen as a

accelerate our lives. At a glance, we can mail our best friends,

and let the city reborn. Furthermore, I think both cities try to set

great advancement that can modify our physical and mental,

travel within hundreds of miles, do a quick shopping etc. It saves

“people” as a main character in the reformation. They did not

public or private territory easily. Physical territory is like the public

us plenty of time and provide more possibilities. However,

exclude people from construction, but encourage the interaction

land for urban planning of Portland. Environmental activists

sometimes I think I lost something untouchable in that short time.

between, for instance, people with the public transit in Portland
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Chapter One
Fen River Watershed

30
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01 REGIONAL SCALE

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is mainly focusing on the river body of Fen
River, both from its regional watershed scale and from the small
park itself.
Fen River is the second largest tributary of Yellow River. It
feeds the whole region’s agriculture, human lives, and industires. It
is also named as the Mother River in the province. However, it also
struggles for much outside pressure caused by human and nature.
This chapter is going to introduce the watershed system, land
reclaimation, and issues Fen River is facing.

Above
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/The-location-of-the-FenRiver-watershed-hydrological-stations-and-meteorological_
fig4_336383691
Left
http://www.thejie.com/writing/7563
32
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Water Use Diagram
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1681576
611167916618&wfr=spider&for=pc

LAND RECLAMATION
Surrounding the watershed, there are plenty of land reclamations
here. Basically, they are famlands at south, coal mining in
mountains, reservoirs located around the water sources, and
some water restorations in the basin. From larger context, the river
supports and enhance local economic and envrionmental value.
The river also provide fruitful water resources for farm irrigation,
industrial water use, etc.

Falke, Matthias. http://www.environmentandsociety.org/arcadia/fen-rivertaiyuan-china-ecology-revitalizationand-urban-culture

34

This is a wateruse diagram showing the large portion of
human wateruse is from Fen River.
35
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02 ISSUES

ISSUES FEN RIVER IS FACING

36
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WATER POLLUTION
In Fen River, the most significant issue is water pollution caused by
coal mining and industrial wastewater discharge. Shanxi Province
is known for its coal and heavy industries, which makes water
resource an important drive but also a dumpster for any waste
dischage.
Major pollutants monitored include “sulfate, chloride, and volatile
phenol, as well as nitrate and petroleum, with ammonia nitrate and
petroleum exceeding national limit values by 4 times and 5 times
respectively.”

38

Baidu.
http://img00.hc360.com/water/201301/201301281418075381.jpg
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Forest

URBAN RUNOFF

Sand

SOIL EROSION

Another main problem is urban runoff. Even if the city has many
treatment plants, the river is still contamintated by household
waste.

About 1/3 of the land in Shanxi is used for agricultural
purpose. People exploited lands to farm, which lost
large amount of forest and vegetation and caused soil
erosion along the river.

About 23% of untreated water will be directly discharged in Fen
River in Taiyaun City.
Time

Deforestation
Forest

Time

Amount of Sand

Sand

Urban Runoff.
https://news.climate.columbia.edu/2018/04/03/stormwater-runoff-rain-flood/

Time

Deforestation
40

Time

Amount of Sand
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Chapter Two
Fen River in Taiyuan

Rural and Urban.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/curiosity/axios-surveymonkey-poll-urban-ruralimpressions/
42
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China
Shanxi

Taiyuan

01 CITY

TAIYUAN, SHANXI, CHINA
It is located on the Loess Plateau and surrounded by mountains
in three directions, north, west, and east. Only southern Taiyuan
is an open flat ground. The city sits upon Fen River, which is a
great scenery and natural landscape linking the whole city and
surrounding areas.

44
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TIMELINE OF RIVER

46
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CURRENT RIVER CORRIDOR
Fen River is an important and inescapable structure in Taiyuan city.
This river flows through the center of the city and extends further
to the mountains upstream and farmland to the downstream.
It can be seen as an important bond that brings the whole city
altogether. Within hundreds of years, this river has witnessed the
dramatic change of the whole city, from rural to urban migration.
However, this river right now only serves for city beautification, and
has very few practical functions. The body of river seems really
discrete from the large watershed. It is fragmented from large
context by the two dams constructed at north and south. And it is
framed by two pieces of farmlands.

48
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02 FRAGMENTED RIVER

DAM

FARMLAND

URBAN CITY

FARMLAND

DAM

Fen River acts as a linear resesrvoir sitting right upon the city

50
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03 PEOPLE’S LIFE

LIFE TRANSITIONS
As the city in the region quickly developed over past decades, past
farmlands situated along river have already replaced by concrete
and skyscrapers. Existing farmlands are squeezed to the city’ s
edge. Rural life and agricultural practices gradually retreat from
people’ s current life. People who memorize the past rural life can
only find it outside of city and in mountain areas.

52
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Image.
https://m.sohu.com/a/358036006_105641

This set of photos shows the urban and rural life in Taiyuan
hundred years ago. Taiyuan had clear boundary between rural and
urban communities. There were several gates around the boudnary
to shape inside and outside. Inside the city, people lived in tile
and brick built houses. Moreover, the organized street already
appeared during that time.

Fruits and farming

HISTORICAL PHOTOS

Since the city is situated among three mountains, most of the
rural villages sat right on the less sloped hills. People built up cave
dwellings for housing and terrace farming to efficiently use space.
And people in past lived on planting nuts and fruits like apple and
grapes as well as crafting, like paper cutting or weaving basket etc.

Crafting

Images
https://kuaibao.qq.com/
s/20200205A0QPFV00?refer=spider
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Images
https://kuaibao.qq.com/
s/20200205A0QPFV00?refer=spider

Terrace farming
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Depending on my personal experience and historical photos above, I really see the rapid growth of Taiyuan in hundred years. Many
farmlands on flat ground are gradually replaced by buildings. People decide to build up terrace farming for agricultural purpose.

People initially lived in cave dwellings. As time goes by, Taiyuan gradually becomes a modern city. Many old caves are abandoned and
ruined.

As Taiyuan becomes a modern city, despite of original city citizens, more and more people from countryisde migrate to main city, and the
building types change greatly overtime.
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01 Nannei Ring Street
02 Pedestrian view
03 Residential street
04 Residential street
05 New buildings
58

This set of photos are taken in current Taiyuan city. As you can
see, the major color of the city is grey. Skyscrapers erect along the
main streets, and people travel quickly to their working places. The
whole city loses vigor to empower people inside. However, people
here still remember and miss the rural factors.
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People always take weekends or holidays to some scenic spots
nearby Taiyuan, including mountains, forest parks, and rural towns
to experience rural life and practices. Those spots are involved
with various attractions, like paper-cutting, handmade crafts,
food etc. Many people stay there for a day to explore and refresh.
People love to pursue those ancient or rural experience. We lost
most of them in urban landscapes, but we want to chase these
experiences or practices for slowing down.
The circles show people’s range of activity. The inner one is where
people always work, which is highly active during weekdays. The
circle in dashed line shows the maximum range of people’s activity
during weekdays. As you can notice, almost all of the scenic spots
stay beyond the daily activities.
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Journalist
53 years old
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I am a journalist in a newspaper office . During the pandemic, I stayed at home with
my son and husband. I am about to retire in several years. I don’t care too much about
my job. I think time goes by fast even before the pandemic, becaue of my age. I love
traveling and went to lots of places with my friends. I hope I am on my trip everyday
everytime. I think during pandemic I learned a lots of skills I never had, like baking,
crafting, calligraphy.
Of course, I want to live in countryside. I hope I could have a piece of land for myself
to plant fruit trees or crops. It must be healthy and fun. And lots of fresh air there are
waiting for me.

E
F
I
L M

W

Company employee
28 years old

I have graduated from school for three years and now I am a company employee.
During the pandemic, of course I stayed at rented apartment and work virtually. I think
time goes by slow, becaue the firm may thought we had plenty of time at home, so
they gave us lots of work. I felt overwhelming at that time. I really want to take some
time to breath, especially somewhere free and relaxing. I want to escape from urban
life, but I know it is difficult since I need to work and make money.
If I get a chance, of course I want to visit rural or more natural places to refresh myself.
I want to hang out with my friend and spend some time with my family.

SED
O
CL
EN MING
L
CA

M
SEU G
MU AXIN G
REL ORKIN

Graduate student
25 years old

I am currently a graduate student. During the pandemic, I stayed at home for many
months. The only thing I am happy with is I learned how to cook. I think time goes by
really fast, which makes me think I waste much time. I really want to go traveling after
the pandemic. I prefer some places not in urban, where I can get in touch with natural
environment. In addition, I want to visit the museum. I think I need to spend some
time nourishing my being. The long-time rest at home really makes me nervous. I hope
I could get a chance to read more and visit more.
Yes, I visited countryside before. I think it was a nice experience and I am willing to
go there again, because I feel the human relation there are much simpler. I can do
anything I want.
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04 PARK

FEN RIVER WATERFRONT PARK
Length: over 30 kilometers
Start: Caicun Bridge
End: Xiangyun Bridge
Established by: 1998.10
Design goal:
“Actively implement the “people-oriented” concept
from planning and design to construction, and always
focus on the theme of “people, city, ecology, and culture”, organically integrate river management, environmental protection, and city greening, and carry out
comprehensive environmental management to maintain
the city. The good natural ecology of the Binhe District
has realized the harmonious coexistence of man and
nature, and the coordinated development of urban development and environmental construction.”
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Elevation difference, undiserable resting space
66

Landscape type, programming too simple and single
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Few programs upon water, invasive species
68

Lost attention, abandoned materials
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Have large enough space

Chapter Three
Pedestrain Bridge Nearby

Site Design

Topographic Change

Existing Wetland

Intersections
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THESIS STATEMENT
The project aims to build on the Fen River and existing waterfront
park in Taiyuan City as a nursery to restore water quality and as
a linkage to reach out surrounding rural and regional landscape.
The whole project is involved with water remediation, wetland
restoration, and agricultural practices in the long run. The key
design goals are to remediate water via wetland construction,
create educational platforms to transit waterway protection, and
interact with agricultural production in the future. The project will
transform the existing waterfront park into a water nursery for
ecological conservation, which will then spread out to the whole
watershed, as well as agricultural tourism, which will bring outside
rural landscape back to the city. It will then contribute to new sets
of opportunities for people to engage with land and river, as well as
communicate to a bigger landscape.
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PHASE 1
The first phase is restoration, which aims to clean up Fen River by
wetland construction. The wetland plants will grow along the river
edge and gradually extend beyond the city boundary. City will
become a steward to take care of the river. Then, it will feed and
influence the whole river system. And in this phase, the park will
be given educational functions, in order to get people involved in
wetland study and riverway protection process.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Human & River:
+ Provide new opportunities for people to engage with land
and river, in order to activate the rigor of urban water landscape
and encourage the interactions between human and mother river.
Ecological Aspect:
+ Redesign a portion of the existing park to serve as
a series of wetlands and vegetated revetment that can help
purify the water, in order to restore water quality and encourage
ecological diversity
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PURIFYING STYSTEM

Water Pumping

Water Filter & Process

Purifying Terrace, Wetland, Trench Design

Wildlife Habitat

Human Engagement

A LIVING SYSTEM that allows to clean up water, construct wetlands, and encourage agricultural practices
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WETLAND PLANT CHOICES

50 Years Later
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PHASE 2
Phase 2 is transition and production. After water gets cleaned up,
the water edge will be suitable for agricultural production. Then,
the park space will be gradually transformed into farmland and
bring the outer rural landscape into the city, which also echoes the
rural landscape in the broader context. Besides the wetland areas,
people can get involved with agricultural programs in the future.

Detention Pond

Purifying Terrace

ecological ﬂoating bed

Rice Field

80

gravel base

Footpath

Rice Field

Corridor

Resting Terrace
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INTRODUCTION
This portion of design maily focuses on a part of waterfront park
in urban area. It has vast lawn with very few practical programs.
Furthermore, It has a long jogging trail located upon the river, where
many people will come to do exercises.
The main goal is to explore a new paradigm in more urbanized part
of city to test purifying system mentioned in Phase 1 and construct
wetland park in order to restore the water quality in the center of
Taiyuan.
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SITE ZONING
Site selection based on nearby road and building type. This portion
of waterfront park is involved with complex and diverse activities.
This district has some educational buildings including geological
museum and library. Many local residents and outside tourists
will come and learn the history of Taiyuan. In addition, there is a
popular sports center where many people come for recreation and
competitions.
In addition, this segment of waterfront park is located at one of the
busiest intersections. It also consists of several pedestrain bridge,
which let people access to the park easily.
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SITE SECTIONS

A-A’
to River
A-A’Residential
Residential to River

Pedestrian
Path
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High-speed Boulevard

Fen River Waterfront Park

Dry Stream

Trail

Fen River
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B-B’ Side Road to River
B-B’ Expressway to River

Pedestrian
Path
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High-speed Boulevard

Berm
Merge Road

Fen River Waterfront Park

Dry Stream

Trail

Fen River
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C-C’ River Under Cross Bridge

C-C’ River Under Cross Bridge

Cross River Bridge
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High-speed Boulevard

Fen River Waterfront Park

Dry Stream

Trail

Fen River
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D-D’ Pedestrian Bridge to River
D-D’
Pedestrian Bridge to River

Pedestrian Bridge
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High-speed Boulevard

Fen River Waterfront Park

Dry Stream

Trail

Fen River
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SITE DESIGN
This part of design is going to keep the existing jogging trail and
bicycle lane and add more interconnected pathway inside the
park. The new park will construct more programs that allows
people’s interaction with river and purifying system to clean up
water.
The new programs are involved with outlook platforms for
panoramic view of the whole river, purifying terrace, wetland park,
waterfront plaza for cultural exchange, and more water programs.
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SECTION: OUTLOOK PLATFORM, STEPS
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SECTION: PURIFYING TERRACE
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Typha angustara
Scirpus tabernaemontani

Flowing Water
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New Questions:

Throughout the completion of this thesis, I have received a great
deal of support and assistance. I am grateful to those who have
supported and helped me during the process of my study.

+ Can this water purifying system really solve the broad problems
that river is facing?
+ Does the newly designed park satisfy people’s demand?
+ How to balance human-oriented vision and ecological restoration
on site?
The Role of Design
For this thesis study, the whole process really requires the multidisciplinary studies, such as social research, engineering research,
historical, cultural study etc. From my perspective, doing research
is an interesting process, which allows me to absorb more
knowledge. But how to convert this information into something
fundamental to design requires more efforts and patience. Overall,
my design concentrates on river, but not just river. It has explicit
practices including agriculture and water restoration, as well as
implicit social functions about human-river relationship. During
my study and design process, I faced some dilemmas. Urban,
rural, water are three very important topics that I always try to
link together during the whole process. However, it is bothered
me a lot to think through their relationships. I think even now I
am still struggling to explian their relationship. In design world, we
always try to find out the most accurate words and diagrams to
explain our ideas. We should be bold person and careful designer.
Boldness makes our design outstanding, and carefulness guides us
to find something ordinary people can’t see. I always think it is an
interesting process to discover hidden layers and present them to
others.
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members who have taught and assisted me during the three-year
studies. It is a super enjoyable memory for me to accompany with
all of you.
Ultimately, I would like to express my highest gratitude to my
parents, especially my mother for invaluable supervision and
support. Without their tremendous understanding, encouragement
and love in the past few years, it would be impossible for me to
complete my study. I LOVE YOU ALL!

Thinking big is a very important lesson I am taking in this process
and for the future. As a landscape architecture student, we not
only create beautiful images, but we could spread and visualize
some social and cultural values we care about.
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